Spares services
Load cells, gauges and flatness systems

Keep your products and processes running with ABB’s spare parts management services.

Measurement made easy

Overview

Spare parts explained
ABB has a vast number of measurement products in the field, ranging from flatness systems and gauges to load cells in rolling mills.

To provide first class support ABB has a strong logistics and supply chain management team working to stock and procure parts for all products. If a fault is detected in one of your products, the right spare part can be delivered when you need it. ABB’s global logistics network allows efficient delivery of parts, wherever you are located.

Rather than leaving things to chance it is often better to arrange a managed spare parts program. Preventive maintenance kits are used to avoid failures and costly down-time. If you suspect a part is not working correctly, an ABB service center can test and verify the part for you.

For critical applications it can pay to stock pars or even products, why not let ABB manage your spare parts stock, either on your site or at a location close to you? Whatever your requirement contact an ABB specialist to discuss your spare part needs.

Finding the correct spare
Finding the right spare part can sometimes be difficult. A good way to start is to locate the article number starting with ‘3BSE’ and the serial number. This helps quick product identification.

A call to your local ABB will then give the remaining information necessary to identify the correct spare and how to proceed for rapid delivery.
Spare parts management

Spare parts or refurbished parts service
New, unused parts delivered from stock or updated, refurbished parts like new.

Emergency spare parts
Emergency spare parts are available in critical situations. Personnel is available 24 hours to respond to your needs.

Parts test service
ABB Service centers test and verify the integrity of unknown parts.

Preventive maintenance kits
Preventive maintenance kits are used to avoid failures due to extended run-time.

Inventory Access™ program
ABB-owned spare parts located at or near your own location.